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Side by side there are disadvantages in coastal fishing as well. The edges
of the corals are extremely sharp. Very careful movement through them is
necessary to avoid personal injury. Besides there are submerged potholes here
and there with considerable depth. Shark is another most dangerous hazard of
coastal fishing and so also is the crocodile. Tridacnas - the huge bivalve

molluscs which lie scattered with valves open in the coastal shallow water, may
also cause personal injury to a person when he comes in contact with the open

shell inadvertently.
The Onge are well aware of these hazards of the coastal region. To avoid

these unpredictable dangers, they abstain from coastal fishing from dusk to
dawn when visibility is really poor. There is a supernatural belief as well. The
belief is that the evil spirits roam about in the coastal region at night. Bid
there is no bar for fishing in the open sea. Any accident to any individual in the

beach at night is attributed to the vengeance of these evil spirits. Coastal fishing
of the Onge has, therefore, been restricted to day time only and that too during
low tide when the water goes down.

b) Bow and arrow fishing

In spite of these limitations, both male and female practise coastal
fishing. Onge males mostly use bow and arrow for the purpose. Stock of impk'
ments being very limited, an individual generally carries a bow and one or two

arrows only. Besides carrying bow and arrow on such occasions, they also have
a basket at their back for keeping their catch. The method followed is really
very simple. They move about individually in shallow water of the coral reefs
to spot out the fish which is clearly visible under the crystal clear water. They
sometimes take their position in the knee deep water at the mouth of the small
creek or near about the coral rocks expecting the catch with running water
particularly during the receding tide. With their really powerful vision and
perfect accuracy in hitting the target which they acquire by serious practice
from childhood, the Onge release the arrow in lightening speed towards the
fish as soon as one is spotted. Speed and accuracy are the two salient feature 5

of their bow and arrow fishing as without this proficiency it is extremely diffi'
cult to transfix a moving fish in the receding tide. The fish-arrow with iron point
is most valuable asset to them. If the target is missed, the arrow (with d 5

light shaft and comparatively heavy fore-shaft and iron point) at once floats on
the water more or less in a vertical position making it convenient for the opera
tor to pick it up. But in case of a successful hit, it does not come up. In such a

condition the operator at once jumps into the water to catch the fish right on
the spot before it gets the chance to extricate itself from the arrow. For success

ful operation in shallow water, he catches hold of the shaft of the arrow by
hand and firmly grips the transfixed fish under the water by right hand. \Vbd e
tackling with the fish by one hand, the bow is hung up along the side, but it lS
thrown off when both the hands are required to deal effectively with the crea
ture. This is necessary because the fish-arrow of the Onge in most cases is ll0 ^

strong enough to withstand the struggling strength of a fish one or more kil°


